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Decision models are organizational resources that need to be managed to facilitate sharing and reuse. In
today's networked economy, the ubiquity of the Internet and distributed computing environments further
amplifies the need and the potential for distributed model management system (DMMS) that manages deci-
sion models throughout the modeling lifecycle and throughout the extended enterprise.
This paper presents a service-oriented architecture for DMMS. The proposed architecture leverages service-
oriented design principles and recent developments in semantic web services to enable model sharing and
reuse in a distributed setting. The paper describes a prototype implementation, case study scenarios, and a
discussion highlighting lessons learned and implications for research and practice.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Organizations are increasingly dependent on decision support
systems (DSS) and associated models for data analysis and decision
support rendering such applications ubiquitous. Supporting the pro-
liferation of such applications is a plethora of modeling languages
and platforms, database management technologies, and software en-
gineering approaches for designing and implementing decision sup-
port systems. Moreover, with the advent of the Web and distributed
computing environments, there is an increasing demand to leverage
the existing investment in decision models and data within and
across organizations. In this paper, we follow Krishnan and Chari's
notion of a ‘model’ [40]: “A model (or a model schema) is a formal ab-
stract representation of reality and constitutes an important component
of decision support systems. Models can be instantiated with data to cre-
ate model instances that represent specific problem situations. Model in-
stances are solved by computer executable programs known as solvers to
obtain model solutions.”

Analogous to database management systems, model management
systems aim at recognizing models as a corporate (and national) re-
source that needs to bemanaged. The objective is to provide the neces-
sary functionalities for manipulating decision models and supporting
themodeling process [14,40]. The advent of the Internet created unique
opportunities for extending model management functionality such as
sharing and reuse in a distributed setting within and across organiza-
tions. However, in contrast to data, effort for sharing and reusing
models has been hampered by the use of a variety of modeling lan-
guages and environments, model formats, difficulty in publishing and

discovering models in a distributed setting, and difficulty of executing
models in a variety of formats and in a distributed setting.

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) coupledwith semanticweb tech-
nologies can potentially address many of the aforementioned issues.
Demirkan et al. [16], emphasize the value that service-oriented technolo-
gies andmanagement can bring for businesses. In general, services are in-
dependent building blocks that collaborate to deliver application
functionality. Services differ from ‘traditional’ components with respect
to the underlying design principles, most notably are autonomy from
other services, and compliance to a standard communications frame-
work. The focus is on exposing application logic as loosely coupled ser-
vices. Design principles underlying SOA emphasize reuse, abstraction,
loose coupling, statelessness, composability, and discoverability [20,46].
Semantic web technologies address semantic inter-operability issues
thereby facilitating information exchange functions such as model publi-
cation, discovery and use.

The objective of this paper is to address problems encountered in
sharing and reusing models in a distributed setting. This is accom-
plished through the design and implementation of a semantic SOA
for distributed model management. The rest of the paper follows
Peffers et al. [47] and is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the
problem and the importance of the solution. Building on the prior
section, Section 3 defines the objectives and requirements for the pro-
posed approach. Section 4 describes the design and development of a
distributed model management system (DMMS), followed by a dem-
onstration of the functionality of the proposed system and an evalua-
tion of the proposed system in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Problem identification and motivation

The problem under consideration pertains to issues and chal-
lenges encountered when sharing and reusing models in a distributed
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setting. The grand challenge is developing next generation model
management systems that are particularly suited to today's distribut-
ed environment. The underlying issues and challenges stem from the
heterogeneity of model representation formats and the heterogeneity
of modeling environments resulting in accessibility and compatibility
issues, the lack of awareness of the existence of relevant models, and
the lack of universally accepted semantics.

Addressing these aforementioned issues will allow for the seam-
less exchange of models within and across organizations, for the
reuse of models, i.e., using the same model schema with different
data sets, different solvers, and different modeling environments,
and for the creation of model repositories that can serve as a lasting
archive of models. These archives will capture the state of knowledge
and will also ensure the availability of these models regardless of the
availability of the modeling environment. The utility of a distributed
model management system that can address these challenges ex-
tends beyond business organizations and is equally important at a na-
tional level where significant expenditure is directed to the creation
of cyberinfrastructures for supporting research [2]. In this context,
DMMS provides the information management capabilities of sharing,
reusing, and archiving scientific models for the advancement of scien-
tific research. The following subsections describe a set of motivational
scenarios highlighting the challenges encountered in a distributed
setting, discuss the current state of distributed model management
systems, and describe the contribution of the proposed solution rele-
vant to the current state of the art.

2.1. Motivational scenarios

2.1.1. Scenario 1: intra-organizational model sharing
Consider an organization where there is a need to share decision

models among units or branches within the organization. For exam-
ple, the headquarters uses a decision model for developing the best
marketing mix including advertising expenditure, product quality
index, and product distribution. A regional branch operating in mar-
kets characterized by high variability in demand, different competi-
tion conditions, and distribution channels would need to reuse the
former model taking into account new parameters and competitive
dynamics for its market. Alternatively, various branches may have de-
veloped their own models or have adapted existing models to meet
their specific requirements. It would be advantageous if each branch
is able to share its models with other branches in a seamless manner.

Nevertheless, such goal is often hampered by lack of awareness of
the existence of such models in the first place, heterogeneity of
modeling environments resulting in accessibility and compatibility is-
sues, and inadequate (or lack of) documentation that often employs
inconsistent semantics complicating the problem of assessing the ap-
plicability of a particular model as well as the possibility of customiz-
ing such models to the situation at hand. The aforementioned issues
are even more prevalent in an inter-organizational setting.

2.1.2. Scenario 2: models as knowledge objects
Knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) are private organi-

zations that rely heavily on professional knowledge for supplying in-
termediate products or services that are knowledge-based [43].
Examples of KIBS include IT support services, management consultan-
cy, and engineering consultancy. According to Hertog [34], KIBS cap-
ture scientific and technological information that is often dispersed
across the economy, and tailor such information to meet the needs
of its client. Interaction between KIBS and their clients involve exten-
sive knowledge flows that take a variety of forms. While tacit knowl-
edge is a significant component of knowledge flow, explicit forms of
knowledge such as written reports, project plans, software, and deci-
sion models are also prevalent.

For example, consider a consultancy firm that provides services to
help its client firms address issues pertaining to their projected

energy demand, cost, and optimal mix of their energy portfolio. The
firm relies on a number of decision models for forecasting energy de-
mand and supply, prices for various forms of energy, transportation
and distribution costs, etc. A client is interested in utilizing energy
price forecasting models developed by the consultancy firm that
meets its particular needs and is compatible with its own production
and distribution models. Given the likelihood that the client may be
using different modeling environments and assumptions, such utili-
zation may be severely hampered. The situation is further complicat-
ed if the client wishes to select and test a variety of such models for
their suitability to their particular needs. Such a situation may be en-
countered with other clients as well.

2.1.3. Scenario 3: domain specific model sharing — environmental
management

While the concept environmental management is not necessarily
new, the emphasis on sustainable development has been gaining sig-
nificant momentum since the Brundland Report [53]. Nevertheless,
environmental management is a complex endeavor and provides a
rich application domain for decision support systems. Specifically, en-
vironmental DSS is often used to handle ill-structured problems,
where the structure of the problem and its associated solutions are
developed progressively over time using a variety of data sources,
analysis models, and visualization techniques. Implementation of
such systems must be able to assemble various decision support com-
ponents to meet the requirements of the problems at hand while cat-
ering for the complexity of such tools [1]. With respect to analysis
models, a land zoning model may be augmented with a hydrological
model to be able to handle water quality issues related to land zoning
decisions, a tidal flow model may be connected with a surface flow
model as in the HYDRA DSS, simulation models for smog analysis
(DYMOS) may be linked to a traffic flow (DYNEMO) to assist with en-
vironmental planning, and a geographical information system mod-
ule may be coupled with a transport model for depicting transport
phenomena. Moreover, in environmental management the situation
is further compounded by the variety, heterogeneity and multiplicity
of analysis models and tools [30]. Such models are often developed
independently with different data requirements (both from semantic
and syntactic perspectives).

2.2. Distributed model management

Model management (MM) research has attempted to address
some of the aforementioned problems. The focus is on providing the
necessary functionalities for manipulating quantitative decision
models including model representation, model manipulation, model
selection, model composition, solution computation, and result infor-
mation display and analysis [14]. Some of the functionalities of MM
resemble those of database management systems (DBMS) such as
model description, manipulation, and control [17]. One important
function of MM is model selection. Model selection [4] focuses on
identifying a model type or schema for a specific problem instance
under consideration. With the quest for supporting more sophisticat-
ed modeling tasks, research in MM has looked at complex research
problems such as model composition and model integration. While
model integration deals with orchestrating more complex models
from two or more existing models at the structural or definitional
level [5,27], model composition deals with sequencing models from
the models library at the functional level [15]. A comprehensive re-
view of these functionalities can be found in [11,14,40].

The advent of the Internet, the World Wide Web and the prolifera-
tion of computer networks have energized the decision support re-
search community to explore means for sharing and reusing models
and decision support tools in such environments. In that regard,
Bhargava et al. [7] proposed a web-based architecture for sharing deci-
sion models, prototyped as DecisionNet application. The main idea is
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that of sharing models by publishing and retrieving them through a
centralized registry mechanism, similar to yellow pages, by model pro-
viders and consumers. The approach promoted the notion of conceptu-
alizing decision technologies as objects that can be “used without
having to be owned” and at a broader level, the notion of electronic
markets for decision technologies [7]. Hue and Kim [35] and Hue et al.
[36] proposed a framework for distributed collaborative model man-
agement, emphasizing coordination and propagation of changes in a
model base in real-time. The focus is on coordinating the changes
made to a collection of shared models and propagating the effect of
these changes throughout the organization.

With regard to web services, Iyer et al. [37] recently proposed a
web services architecture for model sharing and reuse of spreadsheet
models, while Ezechukwu et al. [21] proposed an architecture for
supporting distributed optimization over the Internet. The architec-
ture is comprised of Algebraic Modeling Language (AML) for rep-
resenting models, an Optimization Reporting Markup Language
(ORML) for representing model solutions, and a collection of Java pro-
grams referred to as Optimization Service Connectivity Protocol
(OSCP) that are responsible for converting AML models to a target
system for execution and converting model results to ORML.
Madhusudan [41] presented a framework for distributed model man-
agement based on web services. The framework utilizes the integrat-
ed Service Planning and Execution (ISP&E) [42] for composing web
services. Bose and Sugumaran [12] present a similar framework yet
focus on web-based decision support and discuss how semantic
web technologies can be leveraged in such environments. Neither
[41] nor [12] specifically discuss design or implementation issues per-
taining to model sharing in such environments.

Related work in this area envisions theWeb as a development and
delivery environment for decision support systems [48]. The focus is
on developing and deploying decision support systems in a distribut-
ed setting (specifically the Web) as well as the delivery of decision
support tools such as modeling environments and solvers as a service
in a distributed setting. In that regard, Zhang and Goddard [54] recog-
nize the need for leverage heterogeneous and distributed data and
decision tools often encountered in web-based DSS and propose a
layered software architecture and a component-based framework
for addressing these needs. The layered software architecture pro-
vides a formal view of a web-based DSS at design stage, while the
component-based framework addresses implementation in a distrib-
uted environment. The approach focuses on providing decision sup-
port functionality for a particular application, i.e., application driven
as opposed to model management functionality in a distributed set-
ting. Focusing on optimization, Valente and Mitra [50] discuss appli-
cation service providers (ASP) and e-Services as approaches for
delivering optimization support in a web environment. The emphasis
is on providing decision tools such as optimization modeling environ-
ments and solvers on demand. The concepts can be thought of as ex-
tensions of Bhargava et al.'s [9] notion of electronic markets with a
specific focus on optimization. While Valente and Mitra [50] acknowl-
edge the need to standardize model representation formats to facili-
tate model exchange, the emphasis is on the submission and
consumption of these models by optimization services as opposed
to the MM functionality such as sharing and reuse of models as an or-
ganizational resource.

2.3. Significance of the proposed approach

While past research identified and addressed a number of prob-
lems associated with the management of models as an organizational
resource, limitations do exist particularly as it relates to the manage-
ment of such models in a distributed setting. The proposed approach
to a distributed model management architecture extends past re-
search as follows:

1. It extends the work by Barghava [8], Iyer [37], and Ezechukwu and
Maros [22] to explicitly leverage the concepts of service-oriented
architecture to facilitate model sharing in a distributed environ-
ment, and to capitalize on the recent advances in distributed com-
puting; in particular, web services as a means for utilizing decision
support resources in a standardized and platform independent
manner. It extends Madhusudan [41] and [12] by explicitly ad-
dressing how semantic web technologies and web services can
be leveraged for supporting model management functions from a
design as well as implementation perspectives.

2. It is truly distributed in nature, where models as well as different
model management functionalities are conceived as services. This
characteristic relieves the decision maker of performing computa-
tionally expensive operations by merely invoking them through a
thin client interface.

3. It complements existing developments such as OSP and WEBOPT
[50] that focus on delivering decision tools as services. In concep-
tualizing models as services, models can be consumed by decision
tools in other environments with minor accommodations. Alterna-
tively, mediator or proxy services can serve as a mechanism for
consuming models from such environments.

4. It recognizes that to date there is no agreed upon standard format
for representing quantitative decision models. Moreover, models
can exist in various forms, e.g., as executables or at higher level
of representation such as algebraic modeling language. This is ac-
commodated through translator services as well as alternative
provisions for black versus white box representations of models.

5. It enhances model and service descriptions with semantic web tech-
nologies. This characteristic allows reasoning about models in an in-
telligent manner to support the goals of model sharing and reuse.
The architecture leverages Structured Modeling Markup Language
(SMML) [19] and Semantically Annotated Web Service Description
Language (SAWSDL) [39] to capture model semantics. However,
the architecture is open to other formats, e.g. ODDM [10]. SMML is
chosen for its reliance on Structured Modeling as an underlying for-
malism and SAWSDL for its acceptance as a W3C standard.

In summary, the proposed approach is an open architecture that
leverages service-oriented and semantic web technologies to facili-
tate model management functionality in a distributed environment.
The proposed architecture allows models (similar to data) to be lev-
eraged as an organizational resource that can be shared and reused.
The following section presents the requirements for such a solution.

3. Objectives for a DMMS

To identify the objectives of a DMMS we conducted an extensive
review of the model management literature (1975–present), coupled
with an analysis of representative motivational scenarios (see
Section 2.1) and our own experience with a large DSS development
project [18]. In this project, the emphasis was on sharing and reusing
environmental data and supporting analysis models in the context of
renewable energy assessment. The overarching need for the DSS is to
facilitate model sharing and reuse in a distributed setting. This trans-
lates to a number of requirements as follows:

1. Ideally, a single model representation format as noted in [26] is
recommended. However, in practice, this may not be possible
[50]. The academic and practitioner decision support andmodeling
communities continue to propose alternative model representa-
tion languages and formats. Accordingly, a DMMS must be able
to accommodate a variety of model representation formats in a
seamless and scalable manner.

2. Representational independence of model structure and the de-
tailed data [26,45]. This allows a particular model to be reused
with different data sets.
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3. Representational independence of model structure and the model
solution [26,45]. This allows a particular model to be solved using
various solvers and solution platforms. This allows leveraging exis-
ting initiatives aimed at providing modeling platforms and solvers
as a service, (see [50]).

4. Meta-modeling capability to support reasoning about models [45].
In a distributed setting, and to facilitate model discovery and ma-
nipulation, such capabilities should extend beyond the traditional
“keyword descriptions” and descriptions focusing on the syntactic
aspects of the model to descriptions that capture semantics of the
underlying parameters and variable. This requirement emphasizes
the need to reason about syntactic as well as semantic knowledge
embedded in models.

5. Extensible for different modeling paradigms [26]. Recent efforts
(e.g., [22,25,37,50]) have focused on a particular modeling para-
digm. Ideally, in a distributed setting, a DMMS should be capable
to accommodate a variety of such paradigms in a standard and
scalable manner.

6. Accessibility of decision support resources [21]. As noted in Zhang
and Goddard [54], decision support systems in a distributed envi-
ronment will inevitably need access to data and tools from multi-
disciplinary areas. Such resources will need to be integrated in a
seamless and scalable manner.

7. Compatibility with web technologies [10] to ensure that existing
investments in model management initiatives can be leveraged.
Capitalizing on standardized web technologies will contribute to
the long-term sustainability, acceptance, and scalability.

3.1. Use cases

From a functional perspective, the focus of a DMMS transcends the
support of the modeling lifecycle to emphasize sharing and reuse. The
first step in sharing is the creation of a model repository. This is en-
abled through a model publication function where a model developer
can share his/her model with other users. To facilitate model discov-
ery, model publication will include functionality to semantically an-
notate the model regardless of modeling formats. Once semantic
and syntactic meta-model information is captured, the model schema
can be saved (with or without a representative model instance, i.e.,
data).

To leverage models in an existing repository, a DMMS must be
capable of providing the necessary functionality for discovering,
i.e., searching and retrieving models relevant to a particular prob-
lem. The discovery functionality should be able to utilize meta-
model information (semantic and syntactic) to identify and retrieve
most relevant models. Given the inherent complexity, model dis-
covery will need to support a semi-automated interactive search
process where the user interacts with the DMMS search engine in
an iterative fashion.

Once the user identifies a particular model, model selection func-
tionality allows the user to select the desired model, further explores
the data requirements for the model, and assists the user in choosing
whether to solve the model in a distributed setting (using model ex-
ecution services) or locally using services within the user's
environment.

As indicated earlier, a DMMS will provide model execution func-
tionality where a user can contribute model instances (problem spe-
cific data) to an execution engine for solving the model. Inherent in
this functionality is the ability to leverage syntactic and semantic
meta-model information to guide the user to the selection of the
most appropriate solvers (model solving algorithms).

In addition to supporting the publication, discovery, selection, and
execution of a single model, a DMMS may facilitate the composition
of multiple models where two or more models are combined in se-
quence to solve a particular problem, e.g., a demand forecasting
model feeding a transportation model. Composition algorithms will

be able to leverage semantic and syntactic available in meta-model
information to identify the best combinations of models for a specific
problem.

The aforementioned use cases represent some of the typical func-
tionality expected from a DMMS emphasizing sharing and reusing
models. However, these use cases are by no means exhaustive. The
following section describes the design and development of a DMMS
that meets these requirements.

4. Design and development of a SOA for distributed model
management

The architecture of the DMMS has been presented in Fig. 1. At the
core of the architecture is a service bus providing the underlying com-
munication infrastructure for the various services. The bus supports
intra and inter-organization communication among services by
implementing web services standards such as Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) over Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Con-
nected to the bus is a collection of decision support services such as
model management services, modeling support services, models as
services, and problem domain ontologies for semantically annotating
models. A decision support client can access any of the services con-
nected to the bus irrespective of the physical location of the service.

4.1. Model semantics

Consistent with the notion of the semantic web [31], a particular
characteristic of the proposed architecture is the support for the se-
mantic annotation of models for the purpose of reasoning and con-
ducting various model management operations on them. Semantic
web developments seek to extend syntactic interoperability by pro-
viding semantic interoperability. Hendler [32] describes ontologies
as knowledge terms that include semantic interconnections and sim-
ple rules of inference. Thus, by describing web resources semantically,
ontologies allow web agents to share and comprehend these re-
sources with minimum human intervention [6]. In essence, ontol-
ogies provide a conceptualization mechanism or a vocabulary to
represent knowledge in a particular domain [13].

In this architecture, we utilize the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[52] to provide the semantic data model for describing model re-
sources. Compared to the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
and RDF Schema (RDF-S), OWL provides additional vocabulary for
capturing model semantics.

Distributed resources such as decision models may be made avail-
able for consumption, sharing, and reuse, through web service tech-
nologies. In fact, with standardization efforts in this direction (e.g.,
theWeb Services Description Language (WSDL)), service-oriented ar-
chitectures and web service technologies are becoming more preva-
lent in organizations, particularly for conducting business in
electronic markets or “emerging” services as termed by [49]. Exam-
ples of such services include online auctioning, e-commerce and
targeted marketing, and self-service travel sites. Decision models
have a key role to play in such electronic markets, and modeling
them as services facilitates their active role.

In this architecture, models are conceptualized as web services and
are described in a procedural manner using WSDL, which captures
their functional characteristics. However, it lacks semantics in the
sense that machines cannot reason about these descriptions to perform
higher level operations such as searching, composing in an intelligent
manner. To capture model semantics, we leverage SAWSDL (a W3C
standard) [39] as a lightweight approach for extending WSDL service
descriptions with semantic information. This is accomplished by intro-
ducing extension attributes to any WSDL or XML schema element. A
modelReference attribute points to the relevant semantic concepts in
the semantic data model, e.g., the domain ontology, while the schema
mapping provides data transformations between XML data model and
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the semantic data model. With semantically enhanced web services,
syntactic as well as semantic interoperability between services can be
achieved.

4.2. Models as services

Conceptually, a model as a loosely coupled component delivering
a specific functionality can be conceived a service. While there may
be no generally accepted definition of “service”, in this architecture
we adopt Ferguson and Stockton's [24] definition in which a service
is defined as having “a well-defined interface (with a set of messages
that the service receives and sends and a set of named operations), an
implementation of the service, and if deployed, a binding to a document-
ed network address”. In reference to the aforementioned principles
underlying service-orientation, and in the context of distributed
model management, the following is noted:

1. Abstraction: models are an abstraction of reality. To facilitate
model selection and composition, models commonly expose only
the models' description and interface. Note that model integration
with its underlying ‘white box’ assumption is inconsistent with
service-oriented principles.

2. Autonomy: similar to services, within its boundary (execution en-
vironment), models have complete autonomy independent of
other models.

3. Discoverability: models should facilitate their discovery for con-
sumption by other models.

4. Reuse: much of the work underlying model selection, composition,
and integration focuses on finding ways to leverage existing
models through reuse.

5. Loose coupling: related to abstraction and autonomy, and in the
context of model selection and composition, models are loosely
coupled with other models.

6. Statelessness: models are stateless, thereby supporting loose cou-
pling and autonomy characteristics.

7. Composability: supporting reusability, models may be composed
using other models.

In effect, with the exception of model integration and model inter-
pretation, a significant synergy exists between model management,
and service-oriented technologies and management. In instantiating
the notion of models as services, one will need to be cognizant to
the diversity of model representation formats. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
models exist in various forms and shapes. On one side, models can
be in the form of binary executable with no access to the underlying

model structure, i.e., a “black box”. In this case, models are wrapped
as web services and associated semantic information is captured in
their SAWSDL description, as mentioned in Fig. 2(b).

On the other side, model schemas and instances are represented
using XML, e.g., SMML [19]. Such representation provides a theoreti-
cally founded model representation scheme, i.e., Structured Modeling
(SM) thereby realizing desirable model management representation
requirements such as model-data independence andmodel-solver in-
dependence. SMML is also amenable to sharing in a distributed set-
ting as an XML application, and most notably provides explicit
access to the model schema and instance structure, i.e., a “white
box”. As an XML application, model semantics is captured using attri-
butes similar in structure to SAWSDL extension to WSDL noted earli-
er. These attributes relate concepts from the model schema to
corresponding constructs from the problem domain ontology. In ef-
fect, semantically enriched SMML representation serves as meta-
models capturing syntactic and semantic information about a
model. Such models are made available for sharing and reuse in the
form of model proxy services. Proxy services serve as “dummy” web
services representing the model for the purpose of registering, dis-
covering and executing the model. Supporting model discovery, oper-
ations within these services leverage semantic and syntactic
information in the corresponding SMML representation. For model
execution, operations provide access to model parameters as well as
information necessary for using a compatible solver.

Models may also be represented using higher-level languages
such as GAMS or LINGO as shown in Fig. 2(a). The mechanism for rep-
resenting such models and for incorporating semantics will depend
on whether these models are amenable to representation as struc-
tured models. For SM-compatible models, the user has the option to
leverage schema translator services to translate the model from its
original modeling language to SMML or to maintain the original lan-
guage. For the former, semantic information will be captured within
SMML as noted earlier. To accommodate the latter option as well as
models that are not SM-compatible, model proxy services are created.
Similar to SMML model proxy services, operations within these ser-
vices provide the necessary functionality for discovering and execut-
ing these models. However, in this case, model semantics is captured
in the SAWSDL description of these services, as depicted in Fig. 2(b).

4.3. Modeling support services

Modeling support services provide access and management to a
variety of modeling resources, most notably, specialized solvers, and

Fig. 1. DMMS architecture.
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modeling platforms and languages such as GAMS and AMPL. In this
SOA, these resources are represented as web services. For solvers,
solver proxy services are used to serve as an application program in-
terface (API) to existing solvers. Operations within these services ex-
pose all the needed functionality to access the solver. This includes
invoking the solver, passing the relevant parameters (model schema
and instance), and retrieving results. For development environments
and platforms such as AMPL or MATLAB, proxy services, termed
modeling environment services, are used to expose the functionality
and to manage the interface with these environments. Both kinds of
services are registered with the Universal Description and Discovery
Information (UDDI) server to facilitate discovery, followed by model
execution. In a typical execution scenario, a model represented in a
language such as GAMS will be orchestrated by model execution ser-
vices involving the model proxy service, the modeling environment
service (like GAMS proxy service), and a compatible solver proxy ser-
vice. In this example, the GAMS proxy service will translate the GAMS
model to the appropriate binary format needed for the particular
solver.

4.4. Model management services

Model management services include services for supporting
model management functions such as model publication, discovery,
execution, translation, and composition and for administrative func-
tions such as account management and ontology management. In
that regard, model publication services allow users to incorporate se-
mantic and syntactic meta-model information into their models and
register their models to the model repository. Adopting XML web ser-
vices, publication and discovery services utilizes a UDDI server for
managing information about all registered services, i.e., serving as a

registry. UDDI uses XML to represent its contents, and contains
enough information to direct clients to additional resources such as
WSDL files which in turn provide information about the functionality
of a service and the details necessary to communicate with the ser-
vice. It should be noted, however, that such repository can physically
reside with the user or in a shared location. The physical location is
transparent for a model consumer.

Model discovery services leverage semantic and syntactic meta-
model information to identify models relevant to a particular prob-
lem. Model discovery services support an iterative search process all-
owing the user to refine their search criteria based on the returned
results. Depending on the particular model representation, model dis-
covery services ‘consume’ the semantic information incorporated in
the SAWSDL description (for binary and non SM-compatible model
proxy services) or in the semantically annotated SMML model
representation.

Model execution services are responsible for solving a model. This
involves providing the model with a compatible model instance
(data), and identifying and invoking the appropriate solver service.
The mechanism will differ depending on the underlying model repre-
sentation. For example, in the case of binary executable models, a
model execution service simply runs the model and returns the re-
sults of the execution of the model. In the case where proxy model
services are involved, the role of the model execution service extends
to orchestrating the translation of a model (in case of SMML models)
into an executable model format and invocation of a compatible
model solver service.

Account management services can be used to provide software
licenses and access to fee-based services. Other model management
services include services for model translation, model composition,
and model analysis. Schema translator services represent a repository
of services for translating model schemas to/from a variety of popular
formats and languages such as GAMS and LINGO to/from SMML.
Model composer services allow for leveraging a collection of models
for a specific decision situation by coordinating the execution of
such models. Model analyzer services provide functionality for analy-
sis of model results and for conducting what-if analysis.

5. Demonstration

In this section, we summarize our efforts in the prototype imple-
mentation of DMMS, based on the architecture and design described
earlier. Experiences with different tools in developing the prototype
are highlighted followed by representative usage scenarios.

5.1. Building the model and the ontology repository

At the onset of the development efforts of the prototype, a repos-
itory consisting of decision models and semantic models was devel-
oped. This repository served as a test bed for experimenting with
different design and implementation issues during the development
of the different components of the proposed architecture shown in
Fig. 1. Different forms of decision models covering the spectrum,
shown in Fig. 2, have been included in the repository. Models de-
scribed using SMML [19], shown on the left end of the spectrum
form the majority of the repository. SMML models follow a “white
box” approach where the model schema and instance structures are
openly accessible through XML parsers. These models cover different
levels of complexity, including mathematical programming, spread-
sheet models, and predicate calculus models [28,29]. MathML [44] is
used for encoding mathematical operations represented as functions
within the SMML structured models. Other than SMML, models de-
scribed in other higher level modeling representation formats include
LINGO, and MPS, among others. The repository also contains problem
domain ontologies in OWL describing relationships between concepts
used in the decision models. In terms of tools and technologies used,

Model Delivery 
Models as ‘Services’ 

Model Representation  
Model web services or  

proxy web services 

Higher level model representation  

SMML 

Other model representation

SMML1 or SAWSDL2 

Binary executable SAWSDL 

SMML Semantically Annotated 

SMML compatible Semantically Annotated 

Non-SMML compatible SAWSDL2 

1 Will need to translate to SMML. 
2 SAWSDL is used to annotate the proxy web service representing the 

model. In addition to operations capturing the parameters of the model, 
there are operations for accessing the model. 

(a) Range of modeling approaches 

(b) Model representations, semantic annotations and model delivery 

Fig. 2. Compatibility of DMMS with different modeling approaches.
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the use of an XML editor (Altova XMLSpy) and an equation editor
(MathType for MathML equations) helped in lowering the manual
model creation overhead for SMML models, particularly for complex
models. This project uses Protégé 3.4, an ontology development tool
for creating and editing OWL ontologies [38]. Specific advantages of
Protégé include an ability to incorporate ontology reasoning engines,
an application program interface (API) that can be deployed in
semantic applications, a large and diverse user community, and avail-
ability at no charge.

5.2. Semantically annotating SMML models

The next phase involved semantically annotating SMMLmodels in
the repository. To incorporate semantics within SMML models, differ-
ent design choices were explored including, (a) transforming SMML
models into OWL ontologies and then providing references to other
domain ontologies from this ontology, and (b) incorporating seman-
tic references within existing SMML models. The former design
choice entailed completely altering the model representation format,
with lack of clarity in terms of what the ontology concepts and in-
stances represent, and was not pursued. The later design choice,
which was adopted, leverages the SMML representation and achieves
the desired goal of incorporating semantics through a lightweight
mechanism of providing semantic links from within SMML models.
It does so by introducing additional attributes within SMML. This ap-
proach is analogous to the SAWSDL extension for WSDL [39]. Three
key attributes have been introduced in the GenusType and Modu-
leType type definitions in SMML model structure schema, namely
semanticReference, liftingMapping, and loweringMapping.
The semanticReference attribute points to semantic concepts,
while loweringMapping and liftingMapping attributes specify
data transformations between a decision model's XML structure and
the associated semantic model. A screenshot showing these addition-
al attributes in the model structure schema is shown in Fig. 3(a). Se-
mantically annotated SMML models in the repository reflect these
annotations, thus linking to problem domain semantic models
(OWL ontologies).

5.3. Developing web services for models and model management
functions

Following the semantic annotation of decision models, the next
phase involved encapsulating models as web services, i.e., model
proxy services. Different design approaches were used corresponding
to the various model types, as discussed in Section 4.2. In general, this
involved a top-down approach, first generating corresponding WSDL
descriptions, and then generating the web services corresponding
to these descriptions. Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform
and compatible technologies were used, given the availability of
numerous open source technologies developed using Java that
could be leveraged in the development process. The Eclipse Web
Tools Platform (WTP) within the Eclipse Integrated Development
Platform (IDE) was used as the development environment. Apache
Axis2/Java implementation of the Apache Axis2 web service engine,
along with the Tomcat web server was used for prototyping, and
testing.

WSDL descriptions for models proxy services were annotated
using SAWSDL annotation scheme. For SMML models, the problem
domain concepts were annotated in the model schemas, while the
modeling approach concepts (e.g., genus, module, etc. concepts per-
taining to Structured Modeling) were annotated in theWSDL descrip-
tions. For models other than SMML models, problem domain
concepts were annotated in their WSDL descriptions, resulting in se-
mantically rich model descriptions.

Developing modeling support services involves creating proxy
web services to provide programmatic interfaces to solvers. In the

prototype, a solver proxy service for LINDO solver was developed
that can consume a model schema and instance (data) and return
the results. Similarly, core model management services, particularly
for model publication, discovery, translation, and execution were de-
veloped. Fig. 3(b) shows a model execution web service description
snippet. Development of other related services for model composi-
tion, and for administrative functions such as account management
and ontology management is planned as next steps.

5.4. Illustrative scenarios

To demonstrate interaction of the various services comprising the
proposed architecture, we discuss two representative scenarios using
Unified Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams illustrating
discovery and execution use cases discussed in Section 3.1. The first
scenario (Fig. 4(a)) demonstrates a typical interaction among services
for invoking an executable model, i.e., a model that exists as a stand-
alone executable, and visualizing the result using an existing user in-
terface service. In this scenario, the decision support client uses the
discovery service to locate the desired model and the data needed
for the model. The discovery service in turn leverages the reasoning
ontology service to incorporate model semantics in the search pro-
cess. Once a model is located, the DSS client utilizes model execution
service to execute the desired model (using its web services' endpoint
information). The model execution service then invokes the particu-
lar model and model results are returned in a result file. The execut-
able model considered here is representative of models on the right
end of the spectrum of Fig. 2(a).

In the second scenario (Fig. 4(b)), a client wishes to execute a
model represented in the SA-SMML format, a semantically enhanced
XML-based representation for mathematical models (shown on left
end of the spectrum in Fig. 2). Similar to scenario #1, the client uses
the discovery service to locate the desired model. Since the model ex-
ists in a non-executable format, the model execution service utilizes a
model proxy service during the orchestration of the model execution
process. The execution process leverages a number of services as
depicted in the diagram to translate the model into a model represen-
tation format, e.g., GAMS or LINGO that can then be compiled into a
solver-compatible format. This step may be omitted if there are ser-
vices available for directly manipulating semantically annotated
SMML files. During the execution process, modeling environment ser-
vices are responsible for compiling the model into a solver compatible
format, e.g. MPS and invoking the appropriate solver.

Fig. 5 shows the user interfaces for the model publication, discov-
ery, and execution services in the prototype system. Referring to the
motivational scenarios discussed in Section 2.1, the ability to publish,
discover, select, and execute models is the basis of sharing and
reusing modeling resources, whether it is in the context of knowledge
intensive business services, various domains such as a environmental
management, or across functional units within an organization.

6. Evaluation and discussion

Following the demonstration of the utility of the DMMS architec-
ture, we now evaluate the proposed architecture in terms of how it
has addressed each of the requirements discussed in Section 3.

1. It is able to accommodate models represented using variety of
modeling languages and formats. Models that can be represented
using Structured Modeling, constituting mathematical program-
ming models, and several other commonly used model types, can
be translated from extant modeling formats (e.g., LINGO) to
SMML and vice versa, using schema translator services. Such
models are shared through model proxy services, while executable
models with no model structural information are shared using ex-
ecutable model proxy services.
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(a) Semantically annotated SMML snippet illustrating semantic 
annotation of models 

(b) Web service illustration of model execution service 

Fig. 3. DMMS demonstration code snippets.

(a) Scenario #1: Executing binary executable models (black box) 

(b) Scenario #2: Executing models represented in higher formats, e.g., SMML (white box) 

Fig. 4. Illustrative scenarios.
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2. Representational independence in terms of separating the con-
cerns of model structure/schema and model instance/data is
supported by the proposed DMMS architecture. SMML [19],
which is used as an intermediary model representation format, is
based on Structured Modeling [26] that represents model schemas
and instances independently. This inherently allows models to be
used with different compatible data sets (model instances)
through the proposed architecture.

3. Representational independence in terms of separating the con-
cerns of model structure/schema and model solution is also
supported by the proposed DMMS architecture. Analogous to the
previous point, of using SMML [19] as the intermediate modeling
format, which in turn is based on Structured Modeling [26], the
model solution is inherently represented separately from the
model schema. As such, a given model can be executed using dif-
ferent solvers that can address models of that type.

4. The proposed architecture provides support for meta-modeling,
which is one of the key requirements. The use of SMML [19] as
an XML model representation language allows for syntactic
meta-modeling by including tags for capturing the structure of
model schemas and instances and facilitating model management
at a basic level through tags such as KEY_PHRASE associated with
model schema and instance elements. Further, the lightweight se-
mantic extension of SMML allows references to be made to domain
semantic models (e.g., ontological concepts). Ontology reasoning
services within the DMMS architecture use these meta-modeling
facets, i.e. semantic references, to draw inferences, while
supporting use cases such as model discovery and composition.

5. The proposed architecture is extensible to different modeling par-
adigms. The Structured Modeling [26] basis for model representa-
tion affords accommodating wide range of management science/
operations research models. Furthers, models based on modeling
paradigms that are not compatible with the Structured Modeling
approach can also be shared within the architecture as model
proxy services, although restrictive in terms of semantic search
capabilities.

6. The proposed architecture is a service-oriented architecture and it
provides accessibility to decision support resources by encapsulating

and publishing them as services. In particular, services have been de-
veloped for resources such as model schemas, modeling environ-
ments, and solvers, in addition to model management services.

7. The proposed architecture is agnostic to the specific user interface
employed, and is compatible with thick as well as thin clients.
While a thin browser-based client has been developed as part of
the prototype to demonstrate the essential functionality, a
desktop-based client that provides richer user interface functional-
ities is also feasible.

During the design and the implementation of the proposed DMMS
architecture, we have identified key issues that need to be taken into
consideration in similar future projects. They may also be developed
further into criteria that organizations can use to evaluate their busi-
ness cases and decide whether such projects may be feasible and
serve their organizational needs. The implications from this project
fall into two main categories, namely technical and organizational.

6.1. Technical issues and implications

The technical issues are primarily related to semantic web tech-
nologies and model representation. The first technical issue stems
from the phenomenon of evolving standards. Unlike some of the
established areas, areas of semantic web and semantic web services
are still maturing and have been the focus of research and develop-
ment for industry practitioners and academicians in recent years.
Consortia such as the W3C provide coordination and oversight of
these standardization efforts in trying to overcome shortcomings of
prior versions and capture the current understanding of various
knowledge representation schemes through revised standards. As
an example of this phenomenon, consider the semantic web standard
OWL, which is currently the de facto standard for ontology represen-
tation. It has its roots in the Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) [23]. Later,
DAML+OIL, also based on description logics [3], evolved from the
earlier DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [51]. OWL, is thus
the result of the evolution of the DAML+OIL language, and has
now become a W3C recommendation since 2004 [52]. It has since
then undergone one major revision in 2009 to evolve into OWL2.

Fig. 5. Prototype screen shots.
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Another example of the phenomenon of evolution of standards is the
area of Semantic Web Services set of standards, which saw numerous
proposals including OWLWeb Ontology Language for Services (OWL-
S), Web Services Modeling Ontology (WSMO), Semantic Web Ser-
vices Framework (SWSF), and Web Service Semantics (WSDL-S). In
2007, W3C put forth a modified version of WSDL-S, SAWSDL as
their recommendation [39]. The key implication from the perspective
of developing decision support systems is that while adopting current
standards is desirable, it is often times challenging, especially when
the standardization efforts are in flux. Another related issue is that
the tools and technologies that employ the current standards or
maintain compatibility with them are evolving as well, however at a
somewhat different pace depending on vendors. While efforts by
vendors and various research groups in developing semantic web
technologies and tools are noteworthy, nevertheless application de-
velopers relying on these tools and engaged in development of sys-
tems such as DMMS, have to be constantly wary about this
evolution of standards, resulting tool incompatibility or obsolescence.

Technical issues in building systems such as DMMS also pertain to
the developments in the model management area. The first issue is
that the lack of standardization for representing models by different
vendors creates a significant overhead in developing schema translator
services to accommodate diverse modeling formats. These schema
translator services need to generate models in formats amenable to be
consumed by various solvers, suited for a specific decision problem
types. SMML offers an intermediate format that can serve as a hub in
the hub-and-spoke analogy where each of the spokes represents a spe-
cific modeling format. This reduces the overhead by avoiding creating
translators between each pair of model representation schemes and in-
stead using SMML as an intermediary. In this project, we developed a
small number of translator services to illustrate the feasibility of the
concepts. Nevertheless, exhaustive support of translator services is re-
quired for the architecture to gain acceptance and momentum, from
an adoption perspective. Moreover, an increased reliance on SMML as
an intermediary model representation format will require further
work to specify and evaluate the lightweight mechanism for semanti-
cally annotating SMML models. A related issue within the realm of
model management is that the Structured Modeling approach, which
is used as a baseline for SMML can be restrictive in terms of the allow-
able model types. Additional support for other model representation
schemes, such as those for continuous simulationmodeling, is essential.
From an adoption perspective, the limited number of tools for semanti-
cally annotating models highlights the significance of developing tools
specifically designed for semantic annotation of models, e.g., via
SAWSDL or SMML. A related implication, and given the complexity of
the underlying problem, is the importance of initially limiting the
scope to a certain class of models, e.g., mathematical programming
models. Thiswill also allow for the possibility of capturing semantics as-
sociated with a particular class of models.

6.2. Organizational issues and implications

Organizational issues encountered during the current implemen-
tation efforts of DMMS can be discussed in terms of issues related to
the design and development of DMMS, i.e. near-term issues, as well
as issues related to the wider scale implementation efforts, i.e. long-
term issues. In terms of development efforts, particularly the process-
es involved, it was imperative to use an iterative and agile methodol-
ogy for development, rather than a waterfall model approach. While
requirements from a system perspective were quite well defined
and stable, the tools and technologies supporting the relevant seman-
tic web and semantic web services standards were evolving and thus
were in a state of flux. This resulted in often requiring revisiting de-
sign decisions and exploring alternative design choices. The approach
for semantically annotating SMML-based decision models was one
such design choice.

Another issue related to the near-term development efforts was
related to skill set requirements. The diversity of the technology im-
posed significant requirements on the skills and characteristics of
the development team. As a result, in projects such as DMMS, pro-
gramming skills in a particular language are insufficient. Additional
knowledge and skills in (a) developing XML applications, (b) devel-
oping, semantically annotating, and deploying web services, (c) de-
veloping ontologies and programmatically working with them, and
(d) understanding and developing management science models in
various languages such as GAMS or LINGO are needed. Equally valu-
able is the ability to learn and assimilate new technologies and tools.

Wider implementation efforts will need to address issues realized
during the current implementation efforts. Adoption and sustainabil-
ity of such an infrastructure emerged as a key issue to be considered.
Depending on the context, e.g. science and engineering community,
intra-organization, or inter-organization, the significance of these is-
sues will vary. In general, in an intra-organizational setting where
problem domain ontologies already exist and models are recognized
as significant components of the intellectual assets of the organiza-
tion, it is reasonable to assume that the adoption and sustainability
of such infrastructure is relatively easier to achieve. Regardless of
the settings, a critical consideration is the motivation and willingness
among participants to share their models. This in turn, may involve
addressing variety of issues such as cost/benefit, vendor support,
ownership, and confidentiality that may impede wider adoption of
such an infrastructure. The incentives and penalties, if any, associated
with sharing models, implicit or explicit will be a key determinant
from a cost/benefit standpoint. Support from vendors in terms of ac-
cessibility of solvers, modeling language compilers, as services as well
as license structure to support DMMS architecture will be needed for
broader adoption. Given that models encapsulate knowledge nuggets
that are organizational assets, the issue of ownership of models and
data (model instances) will also need to be addressed in the wider
implementation efforts, as model owners may not be willing to
share their models for fear of loss of ownership. In a similar vein, se-
curity issues such as confidentiality of models and data will also need
to be considered and solutions such as role-based security access will
need to be used. Related implications of the aforementioned issues in-
clude the need to further explore specific factors affecting the adop-
tion and diffusion of such systems and to develop business models
that will ensure the sustainability of these systems.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of a
distributed model management system. A number of relevant design
characteristics have been considered in this architecture. They are
primarily driven by the issues and requirements for supporting
model management during decision support in distributed settings:
(1) a single model representation format [26], (2) representational
independence of model structure and the detailed data [26,45], (3)
representational independence of model structure and the model so-
lution [26,45], (4) meta-modeling capability to support reasoning
about models [45], (5) extensible for different modeling paradigms
[26], (6) accessibility of decision support resources [21], and compat-
ibility with the web [10]. This architecture builds on earlier work on
distributed decision systems, with a particular emphasis on model
management. The architecture is distributed in the true sense, in
that, even the model management functionalities are exposed as
web services. This is contrary to many distributed model manage-
ment approaches, where although model resources are distributed,
the model management functionalities reside in a centralized manner
(see, e.g. [41]). This approach has a major advantage that a decision
maker can query, compose, or deploy models using only a thin client,
without bearing the burden of model management computations.
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Moreover, a key characteristic of the proposed system is leverag-
ing semantic web technologies to facilitate model discovery, sharing,
and reuse. Ongoing development effort also revealed key technical
and organizational issues and implications for research and practice
that will need to be addressed. While there are many arguments
about the feasibility of the semantic web, both from theoretical and
practical perspectives [33], the proposed system and supporting tech-
nologies are an initial step in leveraging these technologies in the
context of mathematical models as an organizational and a national
resource. The latter coincides with ongoing efforts at the national
level to promote the creation of cyberinfrastructures [2].
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